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1. Preamble
The production of water resource accounts at the European level requires the combination and
aggregation of different data from local to regional level so that the final information is statistically
representative, thematically consistent and politically relevant, hence including also socioeconomic aspects.
To be politically relevant, the water accounts must meet short deadlines created by the political
agenda. Besides, the European Commission (EC) needs water balance information to support its
assessments and the next “Blue Print” scheduled in 2012.
The challenge is to produce a full EU-wide set of water volumes over a period covering several
years of the late decade.
This assessment needs to reduce the proportion of “approximated” data, mobilizing a specific
approach built specifically to bridge the gap between needed datasets and data that can be
currently accessed. Irreplaceable data stands for data that do not have a surrogate. The most
important data set is the central reference system ECRINS, which is the platform for all calculated
water accounts.
The difficulties are known as we have good overview of what is available and what is expected at
the EU level, as well as at the national level. Statistical offices will need decades to implement the
SEEAW based on monitored data and use water and ecosystem accounting to manage water
allocations. At the European level the accounts to be produced aim at assessments and not at
management decisions. Hence, a certain share of modeled data is acceptable.
Following the Kick-off meeting held in Brussels on October 25th, and the inception report delivered
in November 2011, this interim report #1 reviews the data collected for the moment and proposes
methodological adjustments or complementary actions in order to provide the best assessment of
water volume in each theme of water accounts.
Considering the water balances, and quality accounting, the panel of thematic data needed to
produce water accounts is very wide and this report has summarized the datasets that are
needed for water accounts computation.
Datasets reviewed and collected have been thoroughly analysed in order to assess their spatial
extent and their temporal resolution, their completeness over the calculation period 2000-2009 and
their quality.
Some datasets are already inserted into databases configured using the NOPOLU WA module
scheme.
The report focused on those dataset assessment and adjustments, their integration in the
NOPOLU Account module, the development realised on this module in order to interface with
those dataset for Water accounts matrixes calculations.
The report describe also the limits and the gaps found during the datasets critical analysis but also
open some news tracks in order to get better WA assessment regarding both the dataset quality
and the methods used for data conformation under ECRINS and NOPOLU systems.
The resulting accounting matrixes are available per basin and sub basin at a monthly timestep over
8 years period (2001-2008).
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2. European Catchments and Rivers Network Systems
2.1.

Characteristics

1

ECRINS , developed by the EEA, is a fully connected system of watersheds called FEC2s with
rivers stretches, lakes & reservoirs, monitoring stations (quality and quantity), dams. The system is
derived from the JRC CCM2.1. Compared to the CCM, ECRINS offers a smaller number of
elementary catchments with 181 071 FECs instead of more than 2 000 000 elementary
catchments within the CCM.
ECRINS v1.0 is the reference system to which all hydrological features are related. Relations are
provided by the EEA but a huge work has been done for implementing ECRINS into the NOPOLU
WA calculation module and for checking the relationships between GIS objects. Many lagging
errors identified have been corrected.
The latest ECRINS v1.0 allows the aggregating of FECs at several levels;
 sub-sector;
 sub-basins;
 basin;
 River basin district in line with the WFD;
 NUTS0; and,
 NUTS2.
In addition, , ECRINS now has stable river stretches identification and a correspondence with MS
river bodies for WFD reporting is available.
The map of Figure 1 shows both sub-basins level and extent of the 27 countries of EC
representing the study area.

Figure 1

Map of ECRINS coverage generated from CCM2 and EU 27 countries

1

ECRINS : acronym for European Catchments & Rivers Network System see EEA report for full
description http://eea.eionet.europa.eu/Public/irc/eionet-circle/ecrins/home
2
FEC : Functional Elementary Catchment
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FEC represents the basic unit on which calculations are done in NOPOLU. This means that all
datasets need to be linked to FECs. The map of Figure 3 shows a wide area of both ECRINS
FECs and Lakes. The sub-basins level corresponds to the first aggregation level for water
accounting reporting. The second level of water accounting reporting is the River Basin District
shown on the map of Figure 2.

Figure 2

Map of River basins district and ECRINS sub basins

Figure 3

ECRINS FECs and Lakes detail for central Europe
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2.2.

Implementation in NOPOLU WA module

Several checks and updating were made on the ECRINS layers in order to be compatible with the
NOPOLU WA module.
The new ECRINS v1 delivery consists of a set of geodatabases with the following items:

Figure 4

ECRINS GIS datasets

A quick examination of each feature class reveals some differences in the projection used. An
important correction should be made to C-TR features class in the way that the projection
registered for this layer is not the referenced one: ETRS_1989_LAEA.

2.2.a. FECS covererages
A great effort was made by the EEA to produce a consistent FECs c_ZHYD features class that
conforms to the prerequisites requested by NOPOLU. Nevertheless the checking process reveals
some discrepancies.
There are still some gaps in the coverage for some islands, as shown in the maps of Figure 5 and
Figure 6. This issue is inherent to CCM base coverage limitations.
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Figure 5

Island in north of North of Scotland not covered by FEC

Figure 6

Island in South Brittany not covered by FEC

The country code created CTRY which is 10 characters wide has been shortened to 2 in order to
be consistent with the international country code CTY which is 2 characters wide.
Some countries contours (in red on the map of Figure 7) are not complete like the Isle of Man
whose CTRY code value is “#joker#” in the FEC’s coverage.
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Figure 7

« MAN island » hole in country layer

2.2.b. FECS Aggregation levels
Sub-basin aggregation levels covered by c_SB features should normally be a sub level of River
Basin districts covered by c_ZG features. Some topological errors were identified and reported.
The checking process show some topological incoherence for both c_SB (in grey) and c_ZG (in
light green) on the following maps of Figure 8 & Figure 9.
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Figure 8

Example of topological errors on c_SB

Most of the errors are located outside of the EU 27 extent
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Figure 9Detailed view of topological errors on c_ZG coverage
River Basin District coverage’s extent covers all EU 27 countries as shown in Figure 10. The whole
of Western Europe is covered, with the exception of the coastal basins of countries from the former
Yugoslavia and Albania flowing into Adriatic.

Figure 10

Map of ECRINS c_SB & c_ZG basins coverages with EU 27 countries
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Agreed Specification specificities
C_ZG is the upmost layer of the C_SB and aggregates:
 All C_SB features that empty in a single outlet;
 Those C_SB belonging to the same shore in between two lumped C_ZG.
ECRINS has not seemingly a specific layer of shores, apportioned per sea and a layer has been
created and named C_Sea.

2.3.

Land Cover

The land cover of FECs is available with HYDROSOL Land cover GIS dataset construction. The
standard process for building hydrosol is based on the intersection of CORINE Land Cover with
both FECS and NUTS5 feature sets. Due to the fact that no needs to NUTS5 level reference were
highlighted, a pseudo HYDROSOL based on intersection of CORINE Land Cover with only FECS
features set has been built.
It provides for each FEC:
 Precise land cover for each CLC type per FEC built from reference CLC 2006.
 Detailed Soil sealing with the UMZ and the lakes.

Figure 11

2.4.

Map of Hydrosol on Danube River Basin District (over Romania)

Lakes

Importance regarding Water accounting
Water accounts represent a formalized water balance across space (between sub-catchments)
and time (at monthly resolution). Water can be spared, not loaned: hence the storage capacities
provided by reservoirs and lakes drive the possibility for water to be spared between periods with
recharge and periods of consumption.
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The usual vocabulary is uncertain. In common language, “lake” is often understood as being a
natural body of water whereas “reservoir” understates artificial lake due to damming. In the water
accounts “lake” is defined as a body of still water and “reservoir” designates a function of water
storage that is achieved by natural and artificial bodies. In the real word, there is continuity
between 100% natural lakes and 100% artificial ones. In many cases, the reservoir function is
allowed by damming a natural lake so that capacity is both increased and made manageable.
Lakes are one of the three major storage possibilities, together with snow and ice and
groundwater.
Natural and artificial lakes reservoirs behave the same way when considering accounting issues:
both are “tanks” receiving water from rainfall on the surface and from inlets or returns and
exporting water through evaporation, infiltration and losses and through withdrawals and outlets.
Modeling
Infiltration and losses are not accounted for as such, since no relevant monitoring data exist. By
contrast, all other terms of the inputs are processed, which drive the attributes that must be
attached to the lakes and information attached to other data sets.
The information required for lakes consists of:
 Lake position, elevation, date of commissioning if artificial(date of creation is important
since the filling period may have an impact on the water balance);
 Maximum and average depths (to assume the potential hydrological behaviour);
 Volume that is approximated by area × average depth, inlets and outlets in order to
find the location of inputs and outputs and water uses.
 Inlets and outlets if on the main drains (these drains that are computed in the linear
model); surface inputs via the inlets, making it necessary to check the presence of
gauging information at the inlets;
 Residence time that can be computed from volume and inputs;
 Surface area, broken down per FEC, since the rainfall and evaporation data are
broken down at the FEC level; the application aggregates meteorological inputs and
outputs at the lake entity level;
 If possible change in storage: this is all the more important if the lake is used as a
temporary buffer for hydro turbines;
 Uses and withdrawals for uses that are out of the outlet (e.g. through a canal);
 Elevation of the outlet of the lake vs. the elevation of the river outlet. In case of
damming this information is important to proxy the relationship between turbined
volume and energy produced if no other information exists.
Not all these data are collected as features and are part of the other data collection.
Sources of information and tuning
The entity information related to lakes and reservoirs in the assets are included in ECRINS as the
lake layer comprising 188,693 objects.
Connection to ECRINS rivers stretches is made via a table v_lak_InOut. (Example in Table 1).

Figure 12

v_lak_InOut structure
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Table 1

example for Lake 0C00001465 ECRINS stretches links
Link type
I
O
X

Table 2

Number of
Lakes
91049
47371
141609

Number of Stretches
91049
47371
0

synthesis of Lake Connections to ECRINS stretches

ELDRED2 database of dams is maintained by the EEA and comprises about 5000 dams fully
connected to rivers / FECS / lakes. This source serves as the identification of reservoirs. The
ancillary table of large dams and their relationships with lakes and with river segments is available
from EEA.
From those 188,693 water bodies, a few thousand only have either significant volume or area to be
considered.
Most large and wide lakes are connected to the main drains. This is however not systematic and
some important (as contributing to water balance) lakes are not: this is the case for large artificial
lakes built in large rivers.
The ECRINS Lakes & reservoirs features dataset (c_Lak) was implemented in NOPOLU WA
module. Some adjustments to field names were made in order to be consistent with NOPOLU
naming conventions (c_Lak remaned c_LAKE for instance).
New Lake coverage
A new Lakes & reservoirs features dataset coverage is on the way to be delivered by EEA,
planned at the beginning of March. This new layer is built following new copyright rules with the
ERM original lake coverage. The EEA has replaced ERM lake contours with corresponding CLC
polygons envelopes. This new Lakes & reservoirs features dataset will be implemented during
Phase 2 of the project.
Lake features dataset time enable option
C_lake features dataset which is right now NOT dated referenced and takes into account the latest
version of lakes existing or having existed.
Only reservoirs (i.e. man-made lakes) can reasonably be dated with date of creation & date of
removing.These dates are related to dam commissioning / decommissioning which is available in
the EEA ELDRED database.
We propose to use the new possibility offered in ARGIS to date them with both date of creation &
date of removing with fields DateCreated and DateRemoved. It will allow to have an ArcGIS time
features dataset allowing to show timeslider animation of reservoirs settlement and removal over
years. Adjustments to NOPOLU WA module were made in order to deal with this extra capability.
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Figure 13

Lake Time reference

Figure 14

Detailed view of lakes over FECs with ARCGIS time slider

In the example of the Spanish Alqueva reservoir, created by a dam built in 2003 and filled in 2006,
the reservoir appears on CLC 2006. When computing the accounts over the targeted period, the
filling period 2003 – 2006 should be considered which requires managing dates from c_LAKE.
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Figure 15

Detail view of Alqueva reservoir over CLC06

Figure 16

Detail view of Alqueva reservoir over Google earth
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3. Meteorological data
3.1.

Rationales

Climate data is essential for addressing water balances and many other environmental issues.
During the first WA implementation, a database was generated over ATEAM grid, providing
densely reallocated data (10’ x 10’ i.e. about 8 x 16 km resolution equivalent to several units per
FEC) with limited parameters but at a daily timestep. Disaggregation to FECs and aggregation on
time (5 days period & month) was SQL Base processed and directly connected to NOPOLU
System2 Water account application.
Analysis of the Water Accounts pilot studies results strongly suggests that:
Monthly aggregation of potential evapotranspiration is not capable of providing accurate
balance results,
Actual evapotranspiration (ETP) should be computed from daily data and take into account the
soil capacity box as mentioned by the SEEAW
For achieving a more precise series of water balances calculations, a full process of building
monthly climatic database for FECs has been developed by EEA.
Considering the duration of computations and the potential worth of such datasets for other
purposes, a routine process has been implemented using the following steps:
 Disaggregation of all spatial data at the LEAC grid level (1 square km see Figure 17), so
that any further reallocation should be made from this central level, that can be managed
as a central component of the system datasets and that could be immediately available for
the ecosystem accounts;
 Improvement of the calculation for evapotranspiration in order to take into account stock in
the soil information;
 Assessment in each LEAC cell of the variables that are depending on the soil coverage
under 5 systematic types, that are in line with the accounts - water, crops, forest, natural
soil, sealed soil;
 Aggregation of those timely gridded variables to FECs coverage using a transfer Matrix in
a SQL Server database.

Figure 17

Detail view of LEAC 1km grid over FECs (here south UK)
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An example of this database has been provided and the full EU wide database should be delivered
at the beginning of March.

3.2.

Water balance model

3.2.a. Methodology
The estimation of the soil water balance has been done with a one dimensional grid based model
developed for calculation of surface and sub-surface processes over the continental scale. The
water balance model is developed using FAO recommendations for estimating soil water balance
at the continental scale. The model calculates soil water balance components for each timestep by
solving temporal and spatial variation of all hydrological components in each grid cell over the
region. The model uses 3 main input datasets; meteorological data, crop coefficient and soil
properties. Hence, soil water balance is calculated in daily timestep, using precipitation and actual
evapotranspiration as input and soil properties for identifying limiting factors for water storage in
the soil. The processes which are simulated in the model include:
 simulating effective rain or interception of the rain by vegetation
 simulating actual evapotranspiration using crop and water stress coefficients
 simulating soil water balance in the rooting zone
 simulating total run-off
The schematic representation of the structure of the model in Figure 18

Figure 18

Schematic representation of the processes in the soil water balance model








ETA is actual evapotranspiration
RR is precipitation
RReff is effective precipitation
SRO is surface run-off
DP is deep percolation
SWB is soil water balance (all in timestep t).
Fc and WP are field capacity and wilting point, respectively

3.2.b. Effective precipitation
The amount of precipitation which reaches the surface of the soil is called effective precipitation.
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Effective precipitation is the share of the actual precipitation, which reaches the ground and thus
recharges the soil. Thus effective precipitation is calculated as the difference between the amount
of measured precipitation and the amount intercepted by vegetation and evaporated back to the
atmosphere. Effective precipitation is estimated using equations developed by Aston and Merriam.

3.2.c. Actual evapotranspiration
Actual evapotranspiration (ETA) depends on climatic / atmospheric conditions at the surface level,
land cover, and soil water stress conditions. According to Thornthwaite and Mather, ETA becomes
equal to the potential evapotranspiration at the reference land cover and under wet soil conditions.
Reference evapotranspiration
Reference evapotranspiration (ET0) was calculated using the FAO Penman – Montheith equation.
This method requires meteorological data as an input and with the predefined reference surface
and assumption the soil water is always available for transpiration the method provides consistent
ET0 values in all regions and climatic zones. The FAO Penman - Montheith equation is the
combination of the energy balance method with the bulk aero dynamical which originates from
Penman formula and uses predefined hypothetical crop with an assumed height of 12 cm, surface
resistance of 70 s/m and an albedo of 0.23.
Crop evapotranspiration
Crop evapotranspiration is calculated by multiplying reference evapotranspiration (ET0) and crop
coefficient (kc). Crop evapotranspiration expresses the differences between evapotranspiration of
the well irrigated crop and reference crop with predefined properties.
ETc = kc *ET0
Actual evapotranspiration under water stress conditions
When the soil is wet the plant can easily take up water and transpire it into the atmosphere. In dry
soils, the water has low potential energy and it is strongly bound to the soil and less easily
extracted by crops. The effect of the soil water stress is described by the water stress coefficient ks. The effect of soil water stress on actual evapotranspiration is described by reducing the value of
kc .
Thus actual evapotranspiration - ETA is expressed with the equation:
ETA = ks – kc *ET0
When the plant is under soil water stress conditions ks is less than 1 and for no water stress ks is
equal to 1. ks is the function of the soil water balance (SWB) or soil moisture. When SWB is at the
field capacity (FC) actual evapotranspiration is equal to the crop evapotranspiration and ks is equal
to 1. When SWB is less than FC, ks is less than 1 and actual evapotranspiration is less than crop
evapotranspiration. The relation between ks and soil water balance can be described by various
functions. FAO suggests using a linear relation between ks and SWB for operational use in simple
hydrological models.
Soil water balance
In order to calculate ks the model requires estimation of the SWB for the root zone layer. The root
zone layer can be presented as a container of available water between wilting point and field
capacity. Written in the volumetric units soil water balance can be given by the equation.
SWB(t+1) = RReff (t) - ETA(t) - SRO(t) - DP(t)
SWB is calculated by adding and subtracting losses and gains of the various parameters of the soil
water budget, expressed in the terms of water column.
Total run-off
After precipitation, SWB in rooting zone might reach FC and exceed this level so that water is lost
by the surface outflow (SRO). Water that percolates downward through the soil beyond the WP is
lost by the deep percolation (DP). Both effects sum together into the total run-off (TRO), which has
been used for the purposes of this study. Thus, SRO and DP have not been treated separately.
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3.3.

Meteorological data

E-OBS V5 gridded meteorological data were the source for meteorological data. Daily observations
were compiled for precipitation, and minimum, maximum and mean surface temperatures covering
the time period 1950 to 2011. The collection of data was primarily carried out by the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI), which also hosts the European Climate Assessment
and Data set (ECA&D). The ECA&D set of observing stations served as the starting point for the
ENSEMBLES project data set, and the ECA&D database infrastructure was also used for
ENSEMBLES. E-OBS version 5 uses around 2500 stations across Europe, however stations are
unevenly distributed across Europe with the highest density in the west and central Europe and the
lowest density in the east part of the analyzed domain. Station data have been interpolated into 25
km grid using universal kriging.
Gridded daily wind speed, global radiation and relative humidity have been obtained from MARS STAT data base which contains meteorological interpolated data from 1975, covering the EU
member states, the central European eastern countries, and the Mediterranean countries including
Turkey. Meteorological stations are located mainly in the agriculture zones, due to the main
purpose of the database - agriculture modeling. Originally in the MARS DB data refers to more
than 6000 stations distributed in 48 countries, but of these, only less than one third present an
adequate level of reliability and regularity in providing data. Also in this database data have been
interpolated into 25 km grids using inverse kriging.
Data from both datasets (MARS-STAT and E-OBS) underwent a series of quality control checks.
Station data were subjected to several quality control tests to identify obvious problems and
remove suspicious values, like precipitation less than zero or greater than 300 mm; temperatures
higher than 600C; minimum temperatures greater than the maximum and same values for
consecutive rainy days.
MARS-STAT datasets have been checked with automated procedures for quality control, using
daily mean wind speed ranges between 0 and 15 m/s, daily mean vapor pressure between 0 and
30 hPa, daily mean relative humidity between 20 and 100 % and sunshine duration between 0 and
24h. Obvious errors in the observations are automatically corrected.

4. Climate Database structure and variables
The climate table has been structured so that it allows for fast queries. Flexibility with parameter
coding has been abandoned in order to deal with capacity and processing speed issues. The
compromise chosen sets that:
 Each record comprises all the relevant variables. For example in a single record are the
rainfall, the temperature (daily extremas, daily average), potential evaporation on water, etc.,
A record is for a place (cell / FEC) and an aggregate,
 According to the number of different aggregates that have been defined, there are as many
records as aggregates defined. For example, monthly average (sum) is an aggregate;
monthly maxima are another, monthly minima a third, etc.
The database is handled with a SQL Server but final usable tables for FECs meteorological
parameters are organized in a single MS Access database containing disaggregate climatic square
gridded values to FEC. The resulting table stands in a MS access database called v_Clim2.
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Table 3

4.1.

Summary of flow data in Waterbase

Interface with NOPOLU

The climate table has been structured so that it allows for fast queries. Flexibility with parameter
coding has been abandoned in order to deal with capacity and processing speed issues. The
compromise chosen sets that:
 Each record comprises all the relevant variables. For example in a single record are the
rainfall, the temperature (daily extremas, daily average), potential evaporation on water, etc.,
A record is for a place (cell / FEC) and an aggregate,
 According to the number of different aggregates that have been defined, there are as many
records as aggregates defined. For example, monthly average (sum) is an aggregate;
monthly maxima are another, monthly minima a third, etc.
The database is handled with a SQL Server but final usable tables for FECs meteorological
parameters are organized in a single MS Access database.

4.1.

Synoptic maps of time series

Several maps providing the pattern of climatic data over the period 2001-2008 are given in
appendix 2 page 71.
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5. River discharges
5.1.

River discharge central role

River discharge data is free of modeling since its source is mainly observations of actual run-off.
River discharge represents to some extent the result of the hydrological cycle and a fundamental
element of information for the Water accounts.
Since most recordings of river discharge are actual observations and not reconstructed natural
discharge, we can set that:
Q observed =

(surface input + groundwater inputs+ inputs from rainfall on rivers)
-(abstractions + groundwater recharge + storage in reservoirs + evaporation from rivers).

The degree of accuracy of river discharges per segment and the total value at the outlets depend
however on the space and time resolution of the values inserted into the accounts calculation.
This twin role makes the river discharge to be considered as irreplaceable data in the water
accounting process: where the data is either lower than required in time and space resolution there
is some risk of producing somehow inaccurate accounts and having limited capability of identifying
the sources of uncertainty.
Besides River discharge data is central to many uses and reporting. Considering accounting
issues, the role of river discharge is manifold:
1. Discharge per stretch is the source for the computation of the standard river unit, expressed
in kmcn (which is length in kilometer × discharge in m3/s).
2. Daily discharge is the source of computing depletion curves that express the share of
groundwater in the discharge value. In the absence of such information, the share of
ground water (which is essential to the accounts table) is not accurately populated.
Discharge is important for the assessment of changes in the water regime, namely by considering
the shift along time in the number of days (consecutive or not) beyond and within certain
thresholds.

5.2.

Gauging Stations

5.2.a. Data storage
The gauging stations coverage is named C_QUAN (characteristics for quantity stations) is stored
in SQL Server Waterbase. 9228 stations are EU coded and still linked to national ID code. The
corresponding points were created using longitude and latitude fields. The checking process is
done under GIS and resulting c_QUAN feature class is stored in an Access geodatabase with the
following key fields:
 Station ID (Ecrins syntax), local key
 Station ID (from provider)
 Station ID (Waterbase)
 Ecrins drainage segment
 Catchment controlled (from source)
 Catchment upstream (Ecrins)
 River name (source)
 Complementary attributes
The new coordinates are calculated from the GIS allowing to correct the original table located in
SQL server.
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5.2.b. Relations with reference system
Discharge data is collected and obtained at gauging stations3. Gauging stations were snapped to
ECRINS stretches under certain constraints:
 By definition of ECRINS water accounting application; only stretches on the main drains
are part of the river statistical units, hence only stations on such segments should be
taken into account.
 The relationship between a station and a stretch is not straightforward. The information
attached to the station to qualify snapping are:
 Coordinates
 River name
 Station name
 Area of catchment controlled by the station.
Several queries were made in MS Access geodatabase in order to identify positioning errors
and/or catchment area of gauging stations.

5.2.c. Errors control
A lot of position errors were identified and manual correction appears to be very time consuming.
Comparison was done with other national gauging station sets that were already partially checked
and also with GRDC4 gauging stations sets. This checking process allows correction in moving the
station located in the Gulf of Gascoigne to their real place in Seine Basin for example.

Figure 19

New (in black) and previous (in pink) C_QUAN gauging station set

3

The use of « gauging station » is done by simplification; not all discharge stations are gauging stations that
tell that water discharge is gauged regularly to derive a rating curve. Some discharge monitoring need not
gaging, by construction. Gauging is required if the station is natural, making the Q f(h) relationship not
straightforward.
4
GRDC Global Runoff Data Centre is an International data centre operating under the auspices of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), established in 1988 to support the research on global and climate
change, and integrated water resources management.
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Most of corrections concerning the Drained Area of Gauging stations dataset were made in Spain
where it seems that a wrong corresponding field was imported for this country. We can assume
this because there were several gauging stations where Drained Area field was set to the same
value, in fact corresponding to the area of the whole basin!
Some queries were also developed to isolate data flows with poor likelihood indices. Only a deep
cross checking information of hydraulic productivity evaluated per ECRIN stretch allows performing
such important quality assessments.

Figure 20

Manual correction of drained area on c_QUAN gauging station

Sometimes, uncertainty about data could not be eliminated due to specific configurations such as
the case shown in Figure 21 & Figure 22 where a clear view can only be obtained with local
information.

Figure 21

Map for correction of drained area on c_QUAN gauging station for Sweden specific lake
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Figure 22

Zoom map for correction of drained area on c_QUAN gauging station for Sweden specific lake

Position of Gauging Station was also corrected in several cases such as the one shown on Figure
23 for Seine river where the station had to be moved after the confluence. Cross checking with
station drained area and ECRINS stretch upper drained area was a key process for identifying
these errors.

Figure 23

Zoom map for correction of c_QUAN gauging station position for Seine
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Figure 24

Typical wrong TR code link manually corrected

Figure 24 shows the case of a wrong link automatically attributed by geoprocessing to gauging
station FRU310010 : Snapping was done to the ECRINS stretch affluent of Saône instead of the
main river stretch Z000375307.

5.3.

Time depending data

5.3.a. Data description and units
River run-off data are collected under two possible variables: water elevation and discharge (widely
reported as “Q”). Water elevation was not processed but it could be supplementary information in
case gauging has been abandoned at one site and that Q values are no longer computed. Some
national MS WEB based applications provide both information’s on line.
River discharge is quick changing information that is continuously recorded. Records provide near
real time data, i.e. the instantaneous values are compiled over 10 minutes, one hour, etc.
The most widely report aggregate is the day, meaning that the instantaneous discharges are
integrated over the 0:00:00 to 23:59:59 period. This daily integrated value is not a discharge but a
volume which is expressed however as its averaged discharge in m3/s. over the 86400 seconds,
the conventional duration of a standard day.

5.3.b. Data storage and processing
In the water accounts, final data is stored in the V_QUAN table. Table V_QUAN is now stored on a
SQL server facility because the size of the data set.
V_QUAN structure is as follow:
 Station ID (Ecrins), controlled by C_Quan with references;
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 Date and time; convention for daily and monthly data;
 Parameter code, to indicate if data is Q (daily average), Monthly average or h (water level).
(water level). Finally a specific table for monthly average flow is preferably set up;
 Value. The unit is referenced in the parameter code;
 Flags indicating if value is provisional or if it has been modelled or extrapolated.

5.3.c. Data collection
The production of river discharge values is generally carried out by local and regional services.
Making the relevant and significant gauging data demands immediate response and availability
from highly specialized experts. Local services always produce their estimates, which finalization
may require time and corrections. The fact that each gauging record contributes to the rating of the
Q=f(h) makes Q values susceptible to having to be updated with time.
In the event of the rating curve becomes incorrect (river profile has changed for example because
of a flood), observed values have to be calibrated again.
Depending on the country’s organization and policy, final and assumed validated Q data are
provided from the local producers, and centralized into a national data bank.
The main recorded ways are:
Open web sites from which Q data can be downloaded by group of stations / group of years to
one station one year;
 http://snirh.pt
 http://hercules.cedex.es/general/default.htm
 http://vattenweb.smhi.se/
 http://www.hydro.eaufrance.fr/
Closed web sites from which data can be obtained under request;
Specific agreements with the producer, yielding data export and provision or access to a nonweb system of data transfer;
Provision of limited extracts (and sometimes time aggregates) of data under request;
Denying access to data.
The possibility to cope with GRDC in order to share daily flows over European countries has been
evaluated at least two times but the answer was negative due to WMO Members’ restriction rules.
The EEA WATERBASE is right now fueled with daily flows for Western Europe. The first collection
was done during pilot water account studies and completion by ETC was performed late last year.
Nevertheless there are still some countries reluctant to provide furnishing data. This creates
spatially heterogeneous datasets of flow.
A specific process must be envisaged in some Basins in order to fill the gaps for missing flows.
Some statistical procedures have been developed for reconstruction of monthly flows based on
basin size and inter-annual flow ratio (see § page Erreur ! Signet non défini.).
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Country Number Number
Number
Code Stations Years Monthly Flow
EE
38
107
29 063
TR
13
27
2 464
HU
18
88
9 032
AT
502
58
205 581
DE
321
111
234 063
GB
206
110
113 154
RS
12
15
2 160
BE
46
43
13 257
SE
325
112
239 363
CZ
4
15
674
LI
1
35
420
NL
27
32
5 420
GR
14
49
3 418
IS
8
79
5 029
SI
35
49
16 298
DK
157
65
30 029
CH
206
50
100 351
IE
169
72
61 782
HR
19
15
3 418
LT
13
14
2 101
LV
13
15
2 340
CY
14
12
1 737
FR
2125
98
611 529
MK
8
11
1 032
PT
133
95
42 934
SK
10
15
1 800
ES
1094
87
423 033
NO
99
15
17 559
FI
81
102
50 140
Total
5 711
2 229 181
Table 4

Number
Daily Flow Year Min
Year Max
884 293
1902
2010
74 816
1980
2006
274 524
1924
2011
6 256 564
1951
2008
7 123 856
1900
2010
3 440 455
1900
2009
65 748
1996
2010
397 619
1968
2010
7 276 432
1900
2011
20 516
1995
2009
12 784
1975
2009
164 753
1900
2010
103 992
1961
2009
149 981
1932
2010
496 044
1961
2009
912 039
1912
2008
3 072 302
1960
2009
1 805 918
1940
2011
104 040
1996
2010
63 953
1996
2009
71 227
1996
2010
52 858
1998
2009
18 193 991
1913
2010
31 410
1995
2005
1 289 565
1917
2011
54 790
1996
2010
12 664 686
1912
2008
534 254
1996
2010
1 524 772
1909
2010
67 118 182

Summary of flow data in Waterbase

Specific Q complement collections were done with WEB downloading in order to complete
available data flows noticeably for Sweden and Portugal. As shown on Figure 25 for Sweden,
many news Q flows were added to WATERBASE, those appearing in purple.
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Figure 25

New water flow data collection on Sweden

5.3.d. Data flow analysis
Several queries and tools like Excel crosstab were developed in order to assess evolution of
productivity per station over century (period covering 25 years beginning 1900 and numbered from
1 to 5) and seasonally (monthly productivity) for several or single gauging station as shown on
following figures.
Figure 26 Time analysis of hydraulic Productivity per gauging station
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Clear differences could be observed. For example, considering Spain (station ES___7028) a dam
should has been created in the second half on 20th century that modify the seasonal pattern, less
in winter, more in summer. But we can also assume that whole yearly productivity has decreased
significantly.
Similar analysis can be performed for any station, set of station, country, set of years as shown on
Figure 27 (connection to SQL WATERBASE is made with PowerPivot for Excel). This allows to
quickly access and control the dataset of flows for any station.
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Figure 27

Excel crosstab menu hydraulic for productivity analysis
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6. Flow data analysis and reconstruction
We give below results on carrying out water discharge missing data reconstruction by SCM. At first
we introduce the water discharge data set at our disposal, and then we focus on outliers detection
and missing data reconstruction methodologies. Results are given as examples.

6.1.

Original data set analysis

6.1.a.

C_QUAN data set

The gauging station data set taken into account is the EEA data set C_QUAN. That data set
contains 9298 stations which are shown in the following map (fig 26).

Figure 28 Gauging stations of C_QUAN table
Represented countries are the following one:
 Austria
 Belgium
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Bulgaria
Switzerland
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Germany
Denmark
Estonia
Spain
Finland
France
Great Britain
Greece
Croatia
Hungary
Ireland
Iceland
Italy
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Latvia
Macedonia
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Serbia
Sweden
Slovenia
Slovakia
Turkey

We can notice that following European countries are not covered by C_Quan table:
 Albania
 Belarus
 Serbia and Montenegro
 Moldova
 Poland
 Romania
 Russian Federation
C_Quan table is linked to ECRINS reference system: for each gauging station, we know the
related FEC, basin and main drain. Moreover we dispose on other important information: the
drained area: this information will be taken into account in the missing reconstruction of data flow.

6.1.b.

V_Quan data set

Water discharge data we dispose on are within V_Quan data set. This data set collects daily water
discharge from 1900 to 2011 for 5711 stations of C_Quan data set. Only 61% stations of C_Quan
data set are in V_Quan data set. The number of gauging stations per date is given in the figure 27.
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5000
Number of gauging stations

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
janv.-50

sept.-63

mai-77

janv.-91

oct.-04

Date

Figure 29 Number of gauging stations of V_Quan table per date
We have selected 5047 stations for which there is at least one measurement from 1980 to 2010;
those stations are shown in figure 28.
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Figure 30 Gauging stations water discharge has been measured from 1980 to 2010
Represented counties are the following ones:
 Austria
 Belgium
 Switzerland
 Czech Republic
 Germany
 Denmark
 Estonia
 Spain
 Finland
 France
 Great Britain
 Croatia
 Hungary
 Ireland
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Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Latvia
Macedonia
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Serbia
Sweden
Slovenia
Slovakia
Turkey

percentage of stations

We take into account monthly average for each station; the cumulative distribution of missing data
for each station is shown in the following graph. The average percentage of missing data for all the
stations is equal to 20 %.
90%
84%
77%
71%
65%
58%
52%
46%
39%
33%
26%
20%
14%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

percentage of missing data

Figure 31 Cumulative distribution of missing data for selected C_QUAN stations

6.1.c.

GRDC data set

For the missing data reconstruction another gauging station reference data set has been taken into
account: GRDC data set. This data set repertories 8131 gauging stations. Among this one we have
taken into account selected 883 for which modeled flow have been delivered to SCM by JRC.
Those stations are shown in the following map (figure 30).
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Figure 32 JRC stations
Modeled data provided by JRC are daily water discharge for 758 stations from 1990 to 2010.
Information collected by this data set is different to C_Quan one, however we have used the field
“area” which give information related to drained area and altitude.
There are two kinds to flow data that have to be reconstructed:
 Gap reconstruction of V_Quan flow data : methodology based on correlation and
computation of conditional probability laws has been carried out;
 Reconstruction of flow data for stations where we have no measurement at all:
methodology based on EPH has been used.
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6.2.

Data gaps reconstruction

6.2.a.

Outlier detection

The first step we have carried out for V_QUAN data is outlier detection, which is a key step.
Actually if erroneous data are not checked and corrected or removed, they will be used as
reference data in the data reconstruction step, and then the final data set will not be reliable.
SCM has developed a new program on VBA which is adapted to a water discharge data set
outlier’s detection.
In order to take into account the relationship between consecutive dates, outlier detection algorithm
should be processed on daily water discharge data.
There may be several sources of outliers (defects of the sensor, input error ...). Our algorithms take
identify two types of outliers:
 data “levels": the same value for more than 2 consecutive dates;
 isolated data: one singular erroneous value out of the trend.
For the detection of data "levels", the program set up on VBA gives stations and the start date of
erroneous sequences. For this, it detects if the flow rate is identical from one day to another.
Moreover, it is possible to choice the number of minimal days of the sequence.
Figure 31 shows on example of this type of outlier for one station: red circle correspond to “levels”.
As we can see in the Table 5 the value are identical, which result from an error.
3.5
3

Water discharge

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
13/12/1990 18/12/1990 23/12/1990 28/12/1990 02/01/1991 07/01/1991
date

Figure 33 : Detection of outliers on station FRK2223030
t

16/12

17/12

18/12

19/12

20/12

21/12

22/12

23/12

24/12

25/12

26/12

Q

2.04999

1.92999

1.69000

1.80999

1.80999

1.80999

1.80999

1.80999

1.80999

1.80999

1.99000

Table 5 Detection of outliers on station FRK2223030
Before carrying out missing data reconstruction, outlier detection algorithms have been applied to
V_Quan data set.

6.2.b.

Removed stations

We have also checked data quality; two kinds of stations have been removed:
 Stations for which water discharge values are too high;
 Stations for which drained area is not accurately given.
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We have computed the maximal productivity, which is the maximum of monthly productivity and
then following stations have been removed:
1. Drained area inferior to 1000 km2 and maximal productivity superior to 1000;
2. Drained area comprised between 1 000 and 10 000 km2 and maximal productivity superior
to 600;
3. Drained area comprised between 10 000 and 50 000 km2 and maximal productivity superior
to 400;
4. Drained area superior to 50 000 km2 and maximal productivity superior to 250.
Only the first criterion was verified for 30 stations, we give by table 6 some stations removed
because their productivity is too high.
Station code

S_Drai

Maximal productivity

BEe000001

25.5

2047.717

FRO3754010

290

1402.586

FRY2002030

41

1402.003

FRY2102020

768

1485.615

HR____3211

340

8081.471

HR____5063

200

4723.548

HR____5150

416

2204.947

HR____7232

48.965

2573.728

HR____7293

4.285

2888.604

NLe0000002

32.655

33682.22

NLe0000006

89.395

10391.72

NLe0000007

68.96

16395.63

NLe0000008

386.605

2451.698

NLe0000011

70.5

10098.38

NLe0000016

84.27

59387.45

NLe0000020

190.06

4233.468

NLe0000021

84.27

11559.62

PT_02Q/01H

75.72

1675.942

PT_03I/03H

11.12

1246.113

Table 6 Example of stations removed because their productivity is too high
We have checked drained area of c_Quan table, we have removed stations for which:
Lowest Ecrins area –X% <= Drained Area<= Upper Ecrins Area+ X%
Where:
 X= 20% if Drained Area <1000 km2


X= 10% if Drained Area <10 000 km2



X= 5% if Drained Area <50 000 km2



X= 1.5% for the other cases

Finally 2230 C_Quan stations have been removed, table 7 gives some examples of stations
verifying previous criteria.
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OBJECTID

code

Country
Code

Name

Riv

S_Drai

S_drai_inf

S_drai_sup

5689

HR____3211

HR

Županja stepenica

SAVA

340

66373

66363.95

3924

FRK4180010

FR

La Loire à Gien

35914.5

15

0.09

8271

PT_07M/02A

PT

VALEIRA (EDP)

9225

SI____2010

SI

HE Dravograd

1082

12630

12629.74

2411

ES____8047

ES

HUERTO DE
GOIG

17986

21555

21529.58

DOURO

85641.4

JUCAR

Table 7 Example of stations removed because of Drained Area

6.2.c.

Methodology

Flow data of V_Quan database is incomplete: for some dates measurements have not been made
or are incorrect or have not been recorded.
To overcome this lack of records, SCM has developed a reconstruction method of missing data
based onthe theory presented in the book : B. Beauzamy & O. Zeydina, Méthodes Probabilistes
pour la reconstruction de données manquantes, SCM , 2004 [1].
To reconstruct data on a station, we use data available on other stations; we use a probabilistic
method of robust data reconstructions involving conditional expectations.
The reconstruction program data involves several steps.
At first stations data are compared two by two in order to identify the dates when the both stations
have one value. The second step consists on the computation of the correlation coefficient
between stations. The third step establishes the conditional probability law between the flow rates
of the target station and those of the reference station. This law expresses the flow of the target
stations as a function of flow rates of the reference stations. The expectations of this law enables
fill the gaps of the target stations.
Correlation between two data series
The method conventionally used to determine the correlation between two data series:

and

is the linear correlation coefficient using the formula:
(

∑

)
√∑

√∑

This formula applies to samples of the same size. However, in our case, because of missing
data, we do not have the same number of flow measurements for each serie. Therefore we use a
different correlation coefficient formula which is:

This coefficient is defined by the formula:

( )



iD ( X ) D (Y )



2

xi

iD ( X )
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The station the best correlated is used to reconstruct the data for the target station, if there are still
missing data, the second best correlated stations is used and so on. One correlation coefficient
threshold could be defined, which limits reconstitution to the best correlated stations.
Conditional probability law computation
We are rebuilding a station from a station using the conditional probability law of

knowing .
For the choice of cutting, we use the interval method of Minimal Number of Distinct Values (NMVD)
described in [1]. This method consists in dividing the value range in intervals each having the same
number of separate data. It may be one or more separate data intervals. We optimize this number
by simulating reconstructions of known data and comparing the corresponding quality indices.
Thus, the different steps of the method are:
1. Calculating the optimal NMVD;
2. Construction intervals for cutting;
3. Calculating the conditional expectation of knowing that belongs to a given interval;
4. Reconstruction of missing data by conditional expectations.

6.2.d.

Methodology illustration

We illustrate methodology by taking into account a basic example: 5 stations and 20 dates shown
in table 8.
DATE

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5

D1

2

3,3

2

2,5

2,1

D2

3

NaN

3,1

3,325

3,09

D3

4

NaN

NaN

1

0,3

D4

2,3

3,75

2

2,5

2,1

D5

4,2

6,6

4

4

NaN

D6

6,2

9,6

6

5,5

5,7

D7

1,56

2,64

2

2,5

2,1

D8

6,3

9,75

3

3,25

3

D9

4,3

6,75

4

4

3,9

D10

NaN

NaN

3

3,25

3

D11

NaN

6,3

3,9

3,925

3,81

D12

6,2

9,6

6,1

NaN

5,79

13

2,6

4,2

3

NaN

3

14

5,4

8,4

6

NaN

5,7

15

2

3,3

2,3

2,725

2,37

Table 8 Example taken into account in order to illustrate reconstruction methodology
Correlation coefficient computation
Correlation coefficients ( ) are given below (table 9).
( )

.
1

2

0.9891

1

3

0.8304

1

4

0.4761
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1

5

0.6786

2

1

0.9999

2

3

0.8286

2

4

0.6704

2

5

0.8272

3

1

0.8240

3

2

0.8184

3

4

0.7166

3

5

0.9970

4

1

0.5484

4

2

0.6135

4

3

0.7818

4

5

0.9746

5

1

0.6761

5

2

0.6891

5

3

0.8415

5

4

0.7540

Table 9 Correlation coefficient computation
We look for the best stations correlated to each station. We set a minimum acceptable limit for the
correlation coefficient. As all the coefficients of table above are higher than 0,6, they are all fine.
The best correlated stations are given in the table 10.
Best correlated stations
Station 1

2

3

5

4

Station 2

1

3

5

4

Station 3

5

1

2

4

Station 4

5

3

2

1

Station 5

3

4

2

1

Table 10 Choice example
The table reads as follows: for the station 1: the station the most correlated is station 2. The closer
are station 3, 4 and then, station 5. This means that to rebuild the station 1, we will begin by using
the station 2, then if data remains to rebuild, we will use the station 3.
Reconstruction of missing values (NaN)
Station missing data reconstruction
Taking into account station 2
In this case, the optimum is a NMVD equal to 1. This means that there is a distinct value for each
interval. The interval bounds are as follows:
2.6400

3.3000

3.7500

4.2000

6.6000

6.7500

8.4000

9.6000

9.7500

Conditional expectations of Station 1 Station 2 knowing that takes values in the ranges above are:
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Conditional
expectation of X

Interval of Y

1.56

[2.64 ; 3.30[

2.00

[3.30 ; 3.75[

2.30

[3.75 ; 4.20[

2.60

[4.20 ; 6.60[

4.20

[6.60 ; 6.75[

4.30

[6.75 ; 8.40[

5.40

[8.40 ; 9.60[

6.20

[9.60 ; 9.75[

6.30

[9.75 ; +∞[

Table 11 Conditional expectation of X by taking into account the station 2
The table reads as follows: the expectation of X given that the value of Y is in the range [2.64, 3.30
[ is 1.56.
We wish to reconstruct the date D10 and D11 of X.
For the date D11, we know that Y has taken the value 6.3. This value is in the range [4.20, 6.60
[.Therefore we affect the value 2.60 to X for the date D11.
For for the date D10, there is no data for station Y = 2, we cannot reconstruct the missing data
from station 2. Therefore, we turn to the second station the most correlated.
- Consideration of Station 3:
In this case, the optimum is a NMVD equal to 1. This means that there is a distinct value for each
interval. The interval bounds are as follows:
2.0000

2.3000

3.0000

3.1000

3.9000

4.0000

6.0000

6.1000

Conditional expectations of the station knowing that a station 3 takes values in the ranges above
are:
Conditional
expectation of X

Interval of Y

1.9533

[2.00 ; 2.30[

2.0000

[2.30 ; 3.00[

4.4500

[3.00 ; 3.10[

3.0000

[3.10 ; 3.90[

2.6000

[3.90 ; 4.00[

4.2500

[4.00 ; 6.00[

5.8000

[6.00 ; 6.10[

6.2000

[6.10 ; +∞[

Table 12 Conditional expectation of X by taking into account the station 3
For the date D10, we know that Y has taken the value 3. This value is in the range [3.00, 3.10
[.Therefore we affect the value 4.45 to X for the date D10
Thus, step by step, we reconstructed the missing data on all stations; results are given by table 13.
DATE

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5

1

2

3,3

2

2,5

2,1
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2

3

4.2

3,1

3,325

3,09

3

4

4.2

3.55

1

0,3

4

2,3

3,75

2

2,5

2,1

5

4,2

6,6

4

4

3.90

6

6,2

9,6

6

5,5

5,7

7

1,56

2,64

2

2,5

2,1

8

6,3

9,75

3

3,25

3

9

4,3

6,75

4

4

3,9

10

4.45

6.97

3

3,25

3

11

2.6

6,3

3,9

3,925

3,81

12

6,2

9,6

6,1

5.50

5,79

13

2,6

4,2

3

5.25

3

14

5,4

8,4

6

5.50

5,7

15

2

3,3

2,3

2,725

2,37

Table 13 Reconstruction results for basic example

6.2.e.

Example

Take for example the station FRJ3213010. For the last 21 years, 149 months were missing, which
correponds to 59% of the values.
Table 14 contains the best correlated stations with the Station FRJ3213010 used for the
reconstruction.
Station to
rebuild

Reference
station

Correlation
index

FRJ3821810 FRJ3713010 0,97466939
FRJ3821811 FRJ3601810 0,97042667
FRJ3821812 FRJ3413030 0,96797468
FRJ3821813 FRJ4712010 0,96587059
FRJ3821814 FRJ4803010 0,9651072
Table 14 Correlation Index of Stations for reconstruction
Table 15 summarizes the reconstruction for the station FRJ3213010 and Figure 32 gives
recontruction results compared to refence stations water discharge trend.

FRJ3213010

Number of
real
measures

Number of
data
after
reconstitution

Number of
data
still
missing

Number of
reconstructed
data

Percentage of
reconstructed
data

108

251

1

143

99,3

Table 15 : Result of reconstruction of Station FRJ3213010
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Figure 34 : Reconstruction of station FRJ3213010

6.2.f.

Final results

Thanks to correlation methodology, all missing data have been reconstructed. We dispose on time
series for a period from 1980 to 2010 for 5047 stations of C_QUAN data set. The results are by
table 16.
Number of stations

5047

Percentage
of missing data

38%

Percentage of gaps
after methodology

99%

Table 16 Results of missing data reconstruction for C_QUAN selected stations

6.3.

Missing data reconstruction

The previous step of the work was to reconstruct debit values relying upon the coefficients of
correlation between the data. The presentation and results of this method are given above.
In this chapter we present the probabilistic model called “Experimental Probabilistic Hypersurface”
(EPH) which is conceptually different from the previous one. The idea of the EPH is to propagate
the information, depending on the distance from the available measurement points to any unknown
one. The “speed” of this propagation depends on one parameter which is tuned by the rule of
maximal entropy.
The result of the reconstruction (propagation) is given in a form of a probability law where the value
of the mathematical expectation is kept as a reconstructed value.

6.3.a.

Introduction to the EPH method

In order to explain the main principle of the propagation, we present below a simple example in a
one-dimensional space.
One-dimensional space
Suppose that our space depends on one parameter: latitude. The debit value is available for the
two stations: F1=240 m3/per hour, F2=560 m3/per hour. The station X which needs to be
reconstructed is situated at the same distance from both:
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?
X

F1

F2

Latitude

The probability law for this unknown station X will be a composition of the two “bumps” centered at
F1 and F2 (since this is the only information available):

0,25

0,20

Proba

0,15

0,10

0,05

F1

debit value

700

680

660

640

620

600

580

560

540

520

500

480

460

440

420

400

380

360

340

320

300

280

260

240

220

200

180

160

140

120

100

0,00

F2

Figure 35 Example of the probability law knowing the two stations
and the mathematical expectation is equal to

F1 + F2
in this case.
2

Two-dimensional space
Suppose that the space depends on two parameters: latitude and longitude and the 4 debit
observations are given (F1=300 m3/per hour, F2=400 m3/per hour, F3=200 m3/per hour,
F4=500m3/per hour). The task is to reconstruct the flow value at the station X which is missing.

F1

F2
d1

d2
X (F?)

Longitude

d3
F3
d4
F4

Latitude
Figure 36 Example of the two-dimensional space
At first, we calculate the “Euclidian distances” between each of the four given stations and the
unknown one (denoted d1, d2, d3, d4 accordingly); thus the resulting water discharge at X is the
combination of the 4 known flows (F1, F2, F3, F4) which are “weighted” according to their
“distances” to the station X.
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So, the probability law for this unknown station X will be a composition of the four “bumps”
centered at F1, F2, F3 and F4, where the size of each bump depends on how close the station X is
to available stations, that is on the distance di:

0,35

0,30

Proba

0,25

0,20

0,15

0,10

0,05

F3

F1

F2

700

680

660

640

620

600

580

560

540

520

500

480

460

440

420

400

380

360

340

320

300

280

260

240

220

200

180

160

140

120

100

0,00

F4

Figure 37 Example of the probability law considering the four stations

6.3.b.

General theory

In this chapter, we present a general construction of the EPH. The full version is available on
SCM's website: http://scmsa.eu/RMM/Olga_Zeydina_These.pdf
Notation
Let K be the number of considered parameters (longitude, altitude and so on). Let x 1, K , x K be
these parameters. We set X = (x 1, K , x K ) as an unknown station. The flow value of the station X
is written as:

flow _ X = Station (X ) = Station (x 1, K , x K )
Let N be the number of stations for which we know the flow, or for which we have reconstructed it
by the previous method. Denote them as :

An = (x1n K xKn ) , n = 1K N .
( )

( )

Mathematically speaking, they are points in a K - dimensional space.
We denote the debit value of these points as :

Fn = Station (An ), n = 1, K , N .

Building the EPH in the one-dimensional case
We start our theoretical considerations in the case of a one-dimension : x 1
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Before any information
Before any information about a river flow is given, the only hypothesis we can make is that this flow
must lie between two bounds : flowmin and flowmax . So, the flow value of any station is
represented by a uniform law on this interval and the mathematical expectation (average) is equal
to

flowmax + flow min
. This uniform law is a discrete function, which is discretized under the form:
2

j
(flowmax - flowmin ), j = 0, K , n
n

flow j = flowmin +

where n is the number of points in the subdivision. The width of the subdivision, for the
temperatures, is denoted by :

t =

flow max - flow min
n

Remarque: the bounds and the discretization step should be defined by the user or by experts
before applying the EPH.
After the first measurement
Now, assume that a measurement has been made at the station A1 = x1(1) ; it shows a flow value

F1 = Station (A1 )
Since the measurement at the point A1 gives the precise value F1 , the probability law at this point
is a Dirac mass (the probability to have F1 is equal to 1, and probability to have other values is
equal to 0). When moving away from the station A1 , the information becomes less and less sure.
In order to make these statements precise, we need to use the notion of information connected
with a law of probability : this is the concept of entropy which we now present.
Let (p j ) be a discrete law of probability (with

å

p j = 1 ). The entropy associated to this law is

defined by the formula :

I =

å

p j Log

j

1
pj

Discrete entropy is obviously positive (since p j £ 1 ) ; it is equal to 0 if and only if the distribution is
concentrated at the point A1 , since in this case all p j ’s are 0, except one which is equal to 1. As
we said, this is a Dirac mass.
When moving away from the A1 , the information becomes less and less precise, so the entropy
increases. The Minimal Information Lemma (see the link above, page 19) shows that the entropy
increases linearly with the distance, thus it can be written as:

I (X ) = l d(X , A1 )
where X is the station needed to be reconstructed, l is a constant to be determined (see below)
and d(X , A1 ) is a Euclidian distance between X and A1 .
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According to the Minimal Information Lemma, the entropy takes the biggest value at the point
which is the furthest from the station A1 :

æ flow max - flow min ÷
ö
1
Log (1 + n ) = Log (1 + n ) = Log çç1+
÷
÷
è
ø
t
j= 0 1 + n
n

I max =

å

It is obvious that the knowledge of the entropy is not enough to compute the probabilities. So, we
assume moreover that on each layer (interval of discretization) the variance is maximum (we
penalize ourselves).
We proved (see op. cit., p. 24) that for the given entropy, the probability law with the maximal
variance is a "discrete Gaussian", that is of the form:
2

(

)

p j (X ) = exp - a (t j - F1 ) + b ,

j = 0, K , n

where a and b depend on X :

a=

p
exp {1 - 2l d }
t2

æ
b = Log çççt
è

ö 1
a÷
= - ld
÷
÷
pø 2

The final form of the probability law is:

æ (flow - F )2
ç
ct
j
1
p j (X ) =
×exp çç2
ç
s 2p
2s
çè

where: s =

ö÷
÷
÷
÷
÷
ø÷

t el d
2pe

So the expression for p j (X ) depends on 3 parameters :


The distance d = d(X , A1 ) between an unknown station X



distance appears in the definition of s , which increases exponentially with d .
The discretization parameter t (discretization with respect to flow ) : it must be defined



and the given one; this

from the beginning.
The parameter l which is a global parameter of the model, linked with the propagation of
entropy. We now explain how to compute it.

Computing the parameter l
In order to compute the parameter l , we will use the fact that the maximum entropy is reached at
the point which is the furthest from A1

I max = l ×dmax
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and this entropy is equal to :

I max = Log (1 + n ).
So, the expression for the parameter l is (op. cit., p. 30):

l =

Log (n + 1)
d max

where d max is the biggest distance from A1 = x1(1) to any point in the space, that is either flowmax
or flowmin .
Case of N stations, one dimension
We assume now that N stations are available: A1, K , AN and they record N flows : F1, K , FN .
The probability law of the flow at the unknown station X is:

p j (X ) = g1p1, j (X ) + K + gN pN , j (X )
where pn , j (X ) represents the probability above the point X resulting from the sole n -th station.
The coefficient gn depends on the distances between a station X and the available stations
A1, K , AN . We call it "influence of the n -th station" and it is equal to (op. cit., p. 35):

gn =

dn- 1
N

å

d

,

n = 1, K , N

- 1
i

i= 1

The rest of the variables are defined the same way as in the case of one station (op. cit., p. 38-40).
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Building the EPH in a high-dimensional space with N stations
In this section, we present a general case: we assume that the flow record of each station depends
on K parameters and that N stations are available :

F1 = Station (A1 ) = Station ( x1(1) K xK(1))
...
FN = Station (AN ) = Station ( x1(N ) K xK(N ))
So, knowing N water discharges, we will propagate this information through the K dimensional
space, in order to compute a debit value at an unknown station X = (x 1, K , x K ):

flow _ X = Station (X ) = Station (x 1, K , x K )
Definition of the bounds
First of all, we fix the bounds of each parameter. We set :
for k = 1,..., K
xk1, K , xkN , x k Î éêx k , min , x k , max ù
ú
ë
û
We repeat the same procedure for the given debit values: F1, K , FN Î [flowmin , flowmax ].

Definition of distances
The distance between points in the space with K parameters is the usual Euclidean one. So, the
distance between two stations X and An is equal to:

dn = d (X , An ) =

2

2

(x 1 - x1n ) + K + (x K - xKn )
( )

( )

Normalization of the parameters
In practice, we can meet a situation where all parameters have completely different nature: position
(longitude, latitude and altitude), meteorological information, drained area and so on.
So, in this case, the parameter having the largest distance between x min and x max will give the
biggest influence for the resulting probability p j (X ) . In order to equalize the influence from all
parameters, we normalize them, bringing the interval of variation of each x k to be [0,1],
k = 1K K .
This is done in a very simple way : if a parameter x varies in a interval x Î éêx
ë
parameter

x - x min
varies in [0,1].
x max - x min
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General form of a probability law
The general form of the resulting probability law above each point X is :

p j (X ) = p j (x 1, x 2, K , x K ) = g1(X ) ×p1, j (X ) + ... + gN (X ) ×pN , j (X )
where pn , j (X ) represents the contribution of the n -th station, given by the formula :

æ (flow - F )2
ç
cn t
j
n
pn , j (X ) =
×exp çç2
ç
s n 2p
2s n
èç

ö
÷
÷
÷
÷
÷
ø÷

with :

t e l dn
2pe

sn =
in this formula:
-

dn = d(X , An ) , n = 1, K , N is the distance between X and An ;

-

cn is a normalization coefficient (so that å pn , j = 1 for all n );
j

-

t is the discretization of the flow range ;

-

the coefficients gn (X ) satisfy: g1(X ) + K + gN (X ) = 1 , and they are of the form:

gn =

dn- K

, n = 1, K , N

N

å

d

- K
i

i= 1

-

the coefficient of propagation l , depending on N and on n , is given by the formula:

l =

Log (n + 1)
d max

where :

ïì
dmax = max n = 1,...,N max ïí
ïîï

(x

- x1n

( )

1, m

2

) + K + (x

- xKn

( )

K, m

ü

) ïïýïï
2

þ

where x k ,m stands either for x k ,min or for x k ,max and the maximum is taken over all possible
combinations of max and min.
More detailed information about the EPH construction in the high-dimensional space can be found
op. cit., p. 41-50.

6.3.c.

Reconstruction of missing stations using the EPH
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We apply the EPH model to a current problem.
Database
The task is to reconstruct all missing data for the period 2000-2008, on a monthly basis; that
makes 108 months for each missing station. Each month is treated separately; in other words,
each missing station is reconstructed using only the information connected with the same month.
We distinguish 5 different climatic zones :
-

“blue zone” includes Continental, Pannonian and Steppe climate;
“green zone” indicates Atlantic climate;
“red zone” stands for Mediterranean climate and Black Sea;
“violet zone” shows Arctic and Boreal climate ;
“black zone” means Alpine climate ;

The figure 36 below presents a disposition of the climatic zones.

Figure 38 Climatic zones
Each climatic zone is considered to be independent from the others: for example: a station from
the Atlantic is reconstructed using only Atlantic ones.
Reconstruction procedure
Choice of parameters
The first step of the reconstruction is to define the configuration space, which is to select the
parameters. The chosen parameters must be independent from each other and have an important
influence on outflow observations. Four parameters are used:





Drained area;
Position: latitude ;
Position: longitude ;
Position: altitude ;
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So, we deal with a four-dimensional space.
Remark:
 The condition of the database is not perfect. There are many erroneous values; they
concern mostly the two parameters: “altitude” and “drained area”. Since the entire
construction EPH relies on these 4 parameters, their poor quality significantly deteriorates
the quality of the reconstruction;


Parameter “drained area” has missing data. It means that the stations with unspecified
“drained area” cannot be taken into account. Due to this fact, not all missing stations can be
reconstructed using the 4 parameters. In order to correct this situation, we have decided to
proceed in two steps: first, we consider only those stations having all 4 parameters and we
reconstruct the flow values for stations with the 4 parameters as well (reconstructed values
are marked in red). The same procedure is repeated for the remaining missing stations, but
considering only the 3 parameters: latitude longitude and altitude.

Boundary Definition
The second step is to fix the flow limits and the boundary of each parameter.
The values standing for parameter borders correspond to the minimum and the maximum of
observed values according to each climatic zone; these borders do not change with time, since the
position of stations is always the same.
Concerning flow limits, we search the minimum and the maximum of observed debit values on a
monthly basis.
Below we give un example of the flow and parameters limits (4 parameters) for the continental
zone :
Latitude: min= 3579202,85 (station FRR0100010 – France) ;
max= 5892987,91(station GRD6980300 – Ukraine);
Longitude: min=2092506,0 (station MK___63090 – Macedonia) ;
max=4399912,99 (station SE____2185 – Sweden);
Altitude: min= 0 m
max=1346 m (station CH____2492 – Switzerland);
Drained area: min=2,7 m2 (station FRV3019110 – France);
max=709 100 m2 (station GRD6742800 Rumania);

Monthly flow minimums for the Continental zone (m3/per hour)
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Figure 39 Monthly flow minimums for the Continental zone
Monthly flow maximums for the Continental zone (m3/per hour)
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Figure 40 Monthly flow maximums for the Continental zone
Normalization
The third step is to normalize the configuration space, bringing the interval of variation of each
parameter to be between 0 and 1.
Discretization
The fourth step is to discretize the flow range in order to build the discrete probability law.
Empirically, the number of points in the subdivision is chosen as n = 400 .
Construction of the probability law
The fifth step is to calculate entropies and probability laws for all missing stations. Below, we
present the detailed computations on an example of concrete stations.

Let us take the station AT__200154 (Austria) which is missing. We are going to reconstruct a debit
value for January, 2000.
The chosen station belongs to the Alpine zone and it has 4 parameters completed.
In the given climatic zone, among 538 presented stations, only 528 ones have 4 parameters
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fulfilled. So, in order to reconstruct the station AT__200154, we are going to propagate the
information, coming from the 528 points in the four-dimensional space.
The coordinates of AT__200154 are the following:
AT__200154 (latitude, longitude, latitude, drained area) =
= (4300485,03; 2682694,89; 1172,52; 33 m2);
After the normalization, these coordinates are transformed into:
AT__200154 = (0,42; 0,18; 0,42; 0,001)
The coefficient l is computed by the formula:

l=

Log (n + 1) Log (200 + 1)
=
= 2, 82
dmax
1, 88

where the biggest distance dmax = 1, 88 is reached between the station GDR9719015(Norway)
and the one of the space corner.
The probability law for the station AT__200154 has the following form:
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10,73

8,58

7,51

6,44

5,37

4,30

3,22

2,15

1,08

0,01

0

TDebit values

Figure 39 The probability law for the station AT__200154
Thus, the probability to have the flow value 0.01 m3/per hour at this station is equal to 0,07; the
probability to have the flow value 1,08 m3/per hour is equal to 0,19 and so on.
The mathematical expectation of this law is equal to 3,88 m3/per hour, so this value is taken as the
reconstructed flow at the station AT__200154.
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6.3.d.

Final statistics

Global Reconstruction statistics
Total amount of stations is 7 721. Among them:
- 4 866 stations (63%) are given (already known or reconstructed by the previous method);
- 2 855 stations (37%) were reconstructed using the EPH.
Reconstruction statistics according to climatic zones:
- Continental (blue) zone numbers 1 890 stations: 1 486 (79%) are known and 404
(21%) are reconstructed;
- Atlantic (green) zone contains 2 689 stations: 1 413 (53%) are known and 1 273 (47%)
are reconstructed;
- Mediterranean (red) zone numbers 1 828 stations : 910 (50%) are known and 918
(50%) are reconstructed;
- Arctic (violet) zone consists of 654 stations : 516 (79%) are known and 138 (21%) are
reconstructed;
- Alpine (black) zone contains 660 stations : 538 (82%) are known and 122 (18%) are
reconstructed.
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7. Calculation of water balances
The main goals are to produce monthly hydrological water balances, to analyze and tune them at
basin scale in order to get calibrated SEEAW matrixes and to evaluate the degree of uncertainty of
each cell.
This part of the work is scheduled to be processes in phase 2 and phase 3 for adjustment of
matrixes. However we present here after the work already made on flow linearization per ECRINS
stretches which helps a lot for data quality control.

7.1.

Hydrological balances

7.1.a. Objective
The objective is to produce calibrated and tuned hydrological balances, analyzed at the “statistical
unit level” under the SEEAW matrixes, presented at the monthly time resolution and aggregated
annually for the full period.
It should be emphasized that the objective is not to apply and calibrate certain hydrological models
at the EU level because this method use rainfall as data basis for flow instead of measurements
and this could introduce a circular bias in the results.
The method should preferably produce reasonable water balances under the SEEAW, that is to
say assimilating and blending very different data sources.

7.1.b. Linearized flow
As seen, the flow dataset on gauging station is of major importance as it is necessary to calculate
flow per river stretch and then inflows and outflows per FEC. Aggregated at basin scale, Water
accounts need inflows and ouflows from other territories and outflow to the sea that can be
addressed upon basin topology with FEC inflows and outflows. Besides, if no data is available for
some reservoirs connected to river stretch, it also allows to have a proxy of water inlet and outlet
from reservoirs based on gauging flows upstream and downstream of them.
The daily discharge data recompiled per month (bridging if required the gaps) and per station.
Discharge is extrapolated between stations along the main drains of ECRINS to populate each and
every ECRINS segment with monthly value. ECRINS segment represent the “statistical unit” of the
accounts for rivers. This is carried out with the NOPOLU System2 hydrological algorithm.
Discharge is extended up to the source of river and considers the affluent as well as reservoirs.
NOPOLU Application
NOPOLU system organization is flexible enough to build a Water accounts application with
multiple-linked databases. Considering runoff assessment, the main database is the NOPOLU
application called EU_Q.mdb that shares all the tables links to other databases, ECRINS
geodatabase (in MS Access mdb), WATERBASE Daily flows (SQL SERVER), ECRINS stretches
river flow (SQL SERVER) …,so that NOPOLU can directly rebuild each of these links when it
connects to the River Flow application called Waterbase Daily Runoff (EU_Q.mdb).
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Figure 41

NOPOLU Runoff application

Figure 42

NOPOLU Runoff Application Main Menu

Several configurations were tested in order to improve calculation speed and master huge
datasets.
Calculations use several recursive procedures in order to take into account the branching of river
stretches but are very time consuming. We have made some testing indicating several days of
calculation for a year at monthly timesteps for the whole EU. Some recent developments improve
the recursive processing algorithms in order to reduce the time of calculation. We achieved to
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made 12 calculations representing a whole year over the whole WFD ECRINS basins in about 20
hours meaning it can be run during the night.
In fact, the calculation takes about 20 milliseconds per stretch on a performing computer.
Due to huge volumes, results are could be stored in a SQL database.
Calculation of monthly flows per Gauging station
A specific menu shown hereafter allows computing Monthly data flow for a subset of gauging
stations and on a specific month.

Figure 43

NOPOLU Statistical flow calculation

Calculations results management
Calculation results for both Gauging stations and River stretches statistical flows are managed with
specific menus like the one shown on Figure 44 NOPOLU River stretches Statistical flow
calculation management.
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Figure 44

NOPOLU River stretches Statistical flow calculation management

Preliminary results of with data flow from western part on Europe is shown on the maps of Figure
45 & Figure 46.

Figure 45

Map of linearized flows on ECRINS River stretches for December 2006
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Figure 46

Map of linearized flows on ECRINS River stretches for July 2001

Many river basins district could now be calculated but the eastern part of Europe is still not properly
covered. Maps of results zoomed on specific basins are available in appendixes page Erreur !
Signet non défini..

7.1.c. Calculation and Aggregation on FEC
The extrapolated data could be then aggregated at the sub-basin level that makes the “domain of
reference” of the accounts.
A specific database for Hydraulic productivities per entities (FECs, Sub-Basins, Basins) has been
developed (.

Table 17

Hydraulic Productivities Tables.

The structure is common to all tables like shown on the
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Figure 47

List of fields for Hydraulic Productivity per Sub Basin

An automatic map can be produced from NOPOLU WA module showing a synoptic view of those
monthly hydraulic productivities per FEC.

Figure 48

Map of ECRINS FEC hydraulic productivity for December 2002
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Figure 49

Map of ECRINS Sub Basin hydraulic productivity for December 2002

Statistical analysis of these hydraulic productivities made on percentiles are able to indicate basins
with ratios of low flow hydraulic productivity (P10) by average flow hydraulic productivity (P50) as
shown on map of Figure 50.

Figure 50

Map sub basin ratios of low flow hydraulic productivity (P10) by average flow hydraulic
productivity (P50) percentiles
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8. Appendixes
8.1.
ZG
WFD0000001
WFD0000002
WFD0000003
WFD0000004
WFD0000005
WFD0000006
WFD0000007
WFD0000008
WFD0000009
WFD0000010
WFD0000011
WFD0000012
WFD0000013
WFD0000014
WFD0000015
WFD0000016
WFD0000017
WFD0000019
WFD0000020
WFD0000021
WFD0000022
WFD0000023
WFD0000024
WFD0000025
WFD0000026
WFD0000027
WFD0000028
WFD0000029
WFD0000030
WFD0000031
WFD0000032
WFD0000033
WFD0000034
WFD0000035
WFD0000036
WFD0000037
WFD0000038
WFD0000039
WFD0000040
WFD0000041
WFD0000042
WFD0000043
WFD0000044
WFD0000045
WFD0000046
WFD0000047
WFD0000048
WFD0000049
WFD0000050
WFD0000051
WFD0000052

Functionnal River Basin District
Nom
Loire, Brittany and Vendee coastal waters
Douro
Tagus and Western Basins
Guadiana
Neagh Bann
North Western
Shannon
Adour, Garonne, Dordogne, Charente and coastal wat
Minho and Lima
Vouga, Mondego and Lis
Sado and Mira
Algarve Basins
Andalusia Atlantic Basins
Western
Galician Coast
Cavado, Ave and Leca
Basque County internal basins
Troms
Nordland
Troendelag
Moere and Romsdal
Severn
Seine
South Eastern
North West
South West
South Western
Eastern
Dee
Western Wales
South East
North Eastern
Glomma
Elbe
Weser
Rhine
South West
West Bay
Jutland and Funen
Vidaa-Krusaa
Ems
Meuse
Scheldt (Brussels Area)
Thames
Humber
West
Anglian
Northumbria
Solway Tweed
Scotland
Vuoksi
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Area Km2 Num FEC nb Exu
156 469
2269
32
97 653
1449
1
82 939
1418
14
67 208
1031
1
7 904
115
7
12 272
164
16
18 031
331
12
117 304
1941
16
40 790
1188
41
11 515
164
6
9 905
139
5
3 767
77
12
67 677
1203
13
12 084
196
10
13 055
321
38
3 362
41
2
1 966
88
12
25 229
507
57
37 905
719
72
34 888
620
42
18 091
351
42
21 191
388
7
94 478
1427
17
12 735
253
5
11 448
181
12
17 537
297
20
11 294
192
19
6 257
111
8
1 928
27
1
12 203
194
23
8 408
122
10
3 058
39
4
46 093
898
8
146 603
2212
3
46 972
773
4
185 553
3180
6
28 797
510
37
37 460
733
8
31 932
287
21
6 976
66
3
17 141
81
1
34 316
471
3
36 463
453
10
15 816
217
2
25 451
396
8
32 058
637
95
25 090
243
12
8 505
172
9
15 731
280
11
64 942
1192
95
266 303
4038
4
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ZG
WFD0000053
WFD0000054
WFD0000055
WFD0000056
WFD0000057
WFD0000058
WFD0000059
WFD0000060
WFD0000061
WFD0000062
WFD0000063
WFD0000064
WFD0000065
WFD0000066
WFD0000067
WFD0000068
WFD0000069
WFD0000070
WFD0000071
WFD0000073
WFD0000074
WFD0000075
WFD0000076
WFD0000077
WFD0000078
WFD0000080
WFD0000081
WFD0000082
WFD0000083
WFD0000084
WFD0000085
WFD0000086
WFD0000087
WFD0000088
WFD0000089
WFD0000091
WFD0000092
WFD0000093
WFD0000094
WFD0000095
WFD0000096
WFD0000097
WFD0000098
WFD0000099
WFD0000100
WFD0000101
WFD0000102
WFD0000103
WFD0000104
WFD0000105
WFD0000106
WFD0000107
WFD0000108
WFD0000109
WFD0000110
WFD0000111
WFD0000112
WFD0000113

Nom
Nemunas
Vistula
Ucker
Skagerrak and Kattegat
Tornionjoki (Finnish part)
Kemijoki
Kymijoki-Gulf of Finland
East Estonia
Daugava
Lielupe
Pregolya
Warnow/Peene
Schlei/Trave
Bothnian Sea
Oulujoki-Iijoki
Kokemäenjoki-Archipelago Sea-Bothnian Sea
West Estonia
Gauja
Venta
Jarft
South Baltic
North Baltic
Zealand
Bornholm
Aland islands
Jucar
Ebro
Rhone and Coastal Mediterranean
Middle Appenines
Andalusia Mediterranean Basins
Segura
Internal Basins of Catalonia
Northern Appenines
Southern Appenines
Serchio
Balearic Islands
Corsica
Sardinia
Po Basin
East Aegean Region Basin District
Sicily
West Aegean Region Basin District
Eastern Alps
North Adriatic
Thessalia
Western Macedonia
Central Macedonia
Epirus
Western Sterea Ellada
Western Peloponnese
Eastern Sterea Ellada
Northern Peloponnese
Eastern Peloponnese
Attica
Malta
Crete
Aegean Islands
Cyprus
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Area Km2 Num FEC nb Exu
99 489
1313
5
205 415
2807
12
134 078
1915
13
77 928
1275
17
161 557
2684
30
80 080
1244
5
50 029
680
16
56 081
784
7
84 042
1376
1
17 814
183
1
15 895
208
4
13 821
185
8
5 904
69
3
144 353
2398
32
59 558
741
10
67 408
751
24
22 492
246
19
14 398
231
5
21 786
299
10
515
5
1
52 824
799
29
36 601
555
15
9 064
79
6
581
4
0
978
6
0
43 663
805
27
86 052
1618
1
127 899
3079
39
37 018
971
29
18 369
353
33
17 634
268
4
16 349
280
18
39 216
791
58
66 344
1457
132
1 435
45
1
4 563
97
12
8 671
379
48
23 781
425
40
72 968
1604
1
58 597
975
9
25 380
583
73
23 888
463
4
35 331
962
15
5 083
124
5
12 950
272
15
19 986
478
7
31 022
613
13
16 296
504
23
10 712
420
28
7 071
255
29
11 953
402
43
7 021
235
32
8 654
362
39
3 169
115
19
311
3
0
8 218
346
55
7 548
101
7
9 252
132
15
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ZG
WFD0000114
WFD0000115
WFD0000116
WFD0000117
WFD0000118
WFD0000119
WFD0000120

Nom
Danube Region Basin District
Black Sea Basin District
Dniestr
Teno-, Näätämö- and Paatsjoki (Finnish part)
Finnmark
Madeira
Gran Canaria
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Area Km2 Num FEC nb Exu
806 967
13403
6
16 701
339
13
72 983
1153
1
48 014
737
4
52 004
801
50
741
28
4
6 660
147
24
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8.2.

Climatic maps
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